Case Study

Supporting Greatness

Technical Execution of a Timeless Classic
Client: Apparel Pioneers
Founded in 1876, Jockey International, Inc., is a privately held company
with headquarters in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Today, Jockey apparel products underwear, socks, thermals, sleepwear, activewear, sportswear, and lounge
wear in men’s, women’s, and children’s - are sold in major department and
specialty stores in more than 140 countries around the world. Jockey is
committed to quality, comfort, fashion, and innovation.
Jockey introduced an integrated marketing campaign under the platform Supporting
Greatness, which features baseball legend Babe Ruth, astronaut Buzz Aldrin, and
Gen. George Patton. The underwear brand brought to life its rich history of qualitycrafted products by showcasing the legacy of great men who were supported by
Jockey during their remarkable careers.
The broadcast, print, and digital elements of the campaign ask audiences to
imagine what further greatness those men could have achieved with modern-day
Jockey underwear. The campaign depicts Babe Ruth hitting a home run, Buzz Aldrin
walking on the moon, and General Patton leading his men to victory. It marries
those historical feats to a modern-day depiction of how, underneath their respective
pinstripes, spacesuits, and camouflage uniforms, Jockey supported them along
the way. The campaign debuted across some of the biggest US media properties,
including ESPN, Monday Night Football, Esquire, GQ, Sports Illustrated, and
CBSSports.com.
As Jockey embarked on building the campaign, its e-commerce group recognized
that even though it had a creative plan for the way the digital components would
come together, it needed creative production help to meet its targeted timeline.
Knowing Theorem as a trusted brand with strong production capabilities, Jockey
turned to Theorem for its digital muscle.
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Think
As an integral part of its marketing campaign, Jockey needed a microsite as a
destination for consumers who wanted more information on the campaign and
the Jockey products it featured. When it contracted with Theorem, Jockey needed
the microsite produced quickly so as to coincide with the launch of the campaign’s
television advertising component.

Plan
Adding to the complexity, the creative treatment for the campaign required the
microsite to use parallax scrolling, whereby content scrolls at different speeds to
create a sense of perspective and depth. In this instance, each time a consumer
scrolled through the page, a different interactive storytelling experience would occur.
Parallax scrolling is rapidly gaining in popularity, but it requires a more complex level
of development that many sites cannot accommodate. Theorem’s experienced
developers were quick to engage to build the microsite.

Do
Utilizing its rapid-activation approach, Theorem followed a process that concretely
established the strategy, project scope, and deliverables and enabled the developers
to creatively iterate faster—ultimately more aligned to Jockey’s vision and strategic
goals. The team worked seven days a week to complete development of the
microsite, which had three levels of depth and three dimensions. Throughout
the project, Theorem’s Dominican Republic–based developers were in close
communication with Jockey, available as needed to talk and to respond to any
needed changes. Parallax scrolling involves the use of heavy animation, which can
slow page loading and which does not always function smoothly across all browsers.
Theorem’s developers were able to overcome those issues and complete the project
as planned.

Impact
This was Theorem’s first project with Jockey, and the project’s success spurred the
start of an ongoing relationship. The microsite was a critical and strategic element
in Jockey’s multichannel, integrated Supporting Greatness campaign. The campaign
received millions of impressions, positive reaction from news media, and high levels
of engagement on social media.
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TO MAKE HISTORY,
BUZZ ALDRIN NEEDED
DURABLE UNDERWEAR.
THAT, AND SOME REALLY
GOOD SPACE PANTS.
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Theorem delivers a full range of flexible, tailored solutions to help organizations cost effectively and efficiently manage
digital marketing initiatives across the entire digital landscape. We enable rapid activation of programs through a
model that leverages domain specialists, digital best practices and a deep digital track record. Theorem optimizes
digital programs by seeing the full picture—getting clients on the right path and overcoming all obstacles along the
way. For more information, visit us at www.theoreminc.net
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